This new freedom is the great integrity modern life lacks and needs.
This integrity is the service organic architecture could render the U.S.S.R,
at this critical stage in the national life of the Soviets. And later it will ex-
tend from Russia to the continental world at large — if by that time there
should be any of it left.
To you architects of the Soviet Union: I, who admire and love your
spirit, I say? Go slowly into the higher realm of building that we call
Architecture. No matter what the pressure, prepare to begin at the true
beginning! Learn structure, yes, but first study thoroughly the principles
beneath the technique and forms of organic architecture, and by way of
your own high Russian spirit, grow an architecture as true to yourselves
living the new Soviet life as the forever beautiful Kremlin was true to the
old life of the soil, so that the great work grew out of itself where it stands.
The Kremlin — divested of its parasitic Renaissance improvements —
stands as one of the great human treasures of all time.
The Soviet must not imitate the Kremlin. But the Kremlin honours the
Soviet. And it is my great hope that the Soviet will honour itself by grow-
ing up to be a true cultural entity in terms of today's tomorrow. When
Architecture is really Architecture it is timeless. Out of the young Free-
dom that is now the U,S.S.R.? other great treasures for the Future should
come. But, patience. They cannot be forced. They also must humbly
begin at the beginning and slowly grow.
Returning from Russia the American papers were openly hostile be-
cause of what I said about them in Moscow. But I wrote the article
below: * Architecture and Life in the ILS.S.R.7 in August, 1957. It was
published in Soviet Russia Today. Russia was then 'red', and therefore to
the entire United States, news and radio, disreputable.
No one wanted to hear anything good about the U.S.S.R.
To commend anything Russian got you in wrong with the powers-that-
be — socially, financially, and especially morally.
My God, of what hypocrisy we are capable!
ARCHITECTURE AND LIFE IN THE U.S.S.R.
Now that I am back at Taliesin again, my Moscow colleagues are far
enough away for perspective to assert itself. I enjoyed them so much, was
personally so much in sympathy with them while there, that appraisals
made on the spot might easily have been overdrawn. They were not.
As I look back now across the Pole — my friends in Moscow and their
work appear the more extraordinary. I went to them intending ta do what
little I could to end the confusion in the reactionary practices in Aix&itec-
ture I saw among them. I particidtyrly disliked the Work Palace of 'the
Sovietsv 1 kad toped to aher the xmiads entangled with;its
ti #k$ I fotmd? titeat m Russia,* as iia the Uflited- States Icmg ag% the masses
to whom the landed aristocracy appeared to toe
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